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ABSTRACT

In light of the need to improve MMIS of NPPs, the advanced I&C research team of KAERI has
embarked on developing an Alarm and Diagnosis-Integrated Operator Support System, called
ADIOS, to filter or suppress unnecessary or nuisance alarms and diagnose abnormality of the
plant process. ADIOS has been built in an object-oriented AI environment of G-2expert system
software tool, as presented in a companion paper. ADIOS then is evaluated according to the plan
in three steps; (1) preliminary tests to refine the knowledge base and inference structure of
ADIOS in such a dynamic environment, and also to evaluate the appropriateness of alarm-
processing algorithms, (2) to ensure correctness, consistency, and completeness in the
knowledge base using COKEP (Checker Of Knowledge base using Extended Petri net), and (3)
the cognitive performance evaluation using the Simulation Analyzer with a Cognitive Operator
Model (SACOM) in the KAERI's Integrated Test Facility (ITF).

1. INTRODUCTION

Although alarm information is the primary source to detect abnormalities in nuclear power plants
or other process plants, the conventional hardwired alarm systems, characterized by "one sensor-
one indicator", has a alarm flooding problemfl]. Much research work has been done worldwide
to help resolve this problem of cognitive overload [1-3]. The advanced I&C research team of
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is developing Alarm and Diagnosis -
Integrated Operator Support (ADIOS) system for computerized process monitoring, alarming,
and diagnosis as part of our effort to develop Diagnosis, Response, and operator Aid
Management System(DREAMS). As our initial effort we are working on an alarm system using
G2 real time expert system shell [4] to devise the basic concepts of alarm processing and a
generic architecture for processing and presentation. However, the introduction of new alarm
processing techniques have caused many problems in view point of human factors, such as
information navigation in workstations, alarm processing and presentation strategies, and alarm
control and information feedback. To solve these human factor problems, it is necessary to
establish the human factor evaluation method and evaluate the cognitive performance in real
operational environment.

ADIOS is planned to undergo several performance evaluations to ensure its validity especially
during major upsets. At the outset, an evaluation plan is made in accordance with guidelines in
EPRI-NP-3659 and NUREG/CR-6105, sometimes augmented by our own experience and
insights. The plan involves establishing evaluation method, developing test scenarios, building
up an evaluation environment, and preparing the assessment criteria on human-machine
interactions of the alarm processing system.
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ADIOS then is evaluated according to the plan in three steps: First, preliminary tests were
carried out by establishing a data communication link between the ADIOS built in G2 and the
KAERI's Compact Nuclear Simulator. The purpose of these tests was to refine the knowledge
base and inference structure of ADIOS in such a dynamic environment, and also to evaluate the
appropriateness of alarm-processing algorithms. Next, an evaluation of the correctness,
consistency, and completeness in the knowledge base of the ADIOS system is carried out using
an automated V&V tool, called COKEP (Checker Of Knowledge base using Extended Petri
net) [5]. Lastly, the cognitive support of ADIOS to human-machine interactions will be tested
and evaluated using the Simulation Analyzer with a Cognitive Operator Model (SACOM) in the
KAERI's Integrated Test Facility (ITF)[6].

This paper first summarizes the methodology for alarm processing and presentation in ADIOS
system. Next, we discusses the preliminary tests and lastly, an evaluation plan of the
completeness in the knowledge base and the cognitive performance to human-machine
interactions.

2. SUMMARY OF ADIOS

In ADIOS, alarms are processed by several representative methods including equipment-state
dependency, plant mode dependency, alarm generation, cause-consequence relationship
(sometimes called, direct precursor) and multi-setpoint relationship, in addition to some unique
methods. Our unique methods include separation of the process alarms (e.g., temperature or
pressure alarms of the main process) from equipment-related alarms (e.g., vibration or lubrication
alarms of a pump), presentation of status alarms (e.g., PORV not closed) on the process mimic,
representation of group alarms assimilating information from several related alarms.

Many process alarms are represented in group on the process overview mimic. For example, the
alarms, e.g., those denoted as "Tavg", "AT", "Flux", and "SGL", represent several related alarms.
As a specific example, the "SGL" group alarm includes high-high, high, low, and low-low steam
generator level alarms. The group alarms take the highest priority among the associated
subsidiary alarms that have been activated. Activation of any equipment alarm makes the
boundary color of corresponding equipment change to red on the process overview mimic
diagram. When the operator wishes to look at the specific alarms, he/she can click on the
equipment after first acknowledging the alarm. Then, the specific alarms are shown on its sub-
workspace.

Each alarm in ADIOS is initially classified into one of three different priority groups: (1) the
first priority group of priority 1 or 2, (2) the second priority group of priority 2 or 3, and (3) the
third priority group of priority 3. These classification of every alarm is based on its importance
as to the promptness of the operators' response needed, or the effect of the alarm on the plant
process or equipment. The prioritized alarms are displayed on the process overview mimic
diagram, and also the time-sequential list of alarms is givens on another dedicated CRT, with
those alarms categorized by systems shown on the third CRT as a spatially dedicated soft alarm
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panel. The process alarms prioritized to 1, 2, or 3 are shown on the main CRT differently in red,
yellow, or white, respectively. The same color coding is applied to the alarm texts in the alarm
list, and also to the window tiles on the soft alarm panel.

3. PRELIMINARY FUNCTIONAL TESTS

Figure 1 illustrates the system configuration of the ADIOS prototype. Workstation (WS) 1 is the
Functional Test Facility (FTF) of KAERI which simulates the process behavior of Kori 3&4
nuclear power plants in Korea. WS2 is the host processor for alarm processing where the G2
real-time expert system shell runs and the alarms are processed.

In the preliminary functional tests, the accident scenario of TMI-II nuclear power plant in 1979
was simulated to test the alarm processing methodology and to demonstrate the feasibility of the
alarm system. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the primary and secondary overview mimic diagram
in ADIOS after the reactor trip. Many process alarms that have been activated are lowered in
priority and are shown yellow; including the high flux rate alarm(labeled flux) and low pressure
and flow alarms in the secondary system(condensated pump discharge flow low, condensated
pump common discharge pressure low, feedwater pump NPSH low and so on). ADIOS presents
only 36 alarms as the first priority alarms which require more attention from the operators
relative to other second and third priority alarms.

4. A VERIFICATION OF KNOWLEDGE BASE

Most of alarm processing and operator support systems employ a rule-based formalism for
knowledge representation since it is the simplest knowledge representation method to develop.
In spite of this advantages, incorrectness, inconsistency, and incompleteness in a knowledge base
may be inadvertently brought into the knowledge base because it is often built in an incremental
process. In other words, such anomalies may occur at any stage in the knowledge transfer
process that is to transfer expertise from the human expert into the computer by the knowledge
engineers. Therefore, it is widely noted that assuring the reliability of knowledge-based system
is very important, and it is also recognized that the process of verification is an essential part of
reliability assurance for these systems.

As mentioned above, ADIOS has configured the knowledge base using G2 expert system shell.
Although several strategies or tools have been developed to perform potential error checking of
the knowledge base, they often neglect the reliability of verification methods. Because a Petri-
Net provides a uniform mathematical formalization of knowledge base, we will employ an
automated tool, called COKEP(Checker Of Knowledge base using Extended Petri net), for
detecting incorrectness(redundant, subsumed, circular rules), inconsistency(conflict rules), and
incompleteness(unreachable conclusion, unreferenced conditions, isolated, omitted rules) in a
knowledge base of ADIOS alarm processing system.
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4.1 Extended Petri Nets

An expended petri net is composed of six parts: a set of place P, a set of transition state place P',
a set of transition T, input function II, input function 12, and output function O. The input and
output functions are related to transitions and places. P = { pl,p2, , pn} is a finite set of
places, n >= 0. P' = {p' I,p2', , p'm} is a finite set of transition state place, m>= 0. T =
{tl,t2,...., tm} is a finite set of transitions, m>=0.

Input places of the transition are classified into two types. 'A' is the output place of a different
rule, which is used for searching the path of chained rules. 'B' is the initial marking place, which
is used for finding the known fact of chained rules(Figure 3). Input functions II, and 12 are made
by each input place, 'A' and 'B'. Place ' C is the transition state place that informs whether
transition is fired or not. Since the place 'A' and 'B' maintain the information of known fact,
after firing transition, another place, ' C \ is required to check the firing transition.

4.2 Anomaly Detection

As the detection of anomalies is based on the results of firing transition, verification problems of
ADIOS knowledge base can be expressed as reachability problems. In order to solve these
problems matrix analysis of the extended Petri net and backward chaining methods of the rule set
are employed. The matrix analysis has some problems in checking anomalies. The result vector
of firing transition tj in marking u is a necessary but not sufficient condition for reachability
analysis in chained rule set. A backward chaining method is used for solving this problem. The
result vector of firing transition is obtained by matrix analysis. Then, we find chained rule path
using matrix Dl and backward chained method. The conditions for chained rule transition can
be acquired by matrix D2 which has the information of initial marking places. The certainty
factor checking is performed after finding the chained rule path. The general procedure of these
checking process is shown in Figure 4.

5. AN EVALUATION PLAN OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE

5.1 An Evaluation Environment

As mentioned above, the cognitive support of ADIOS to human-machine interactions will be
tested and evaluated using the Simulation Analyzer with a Cognitive Operator Model (SACOM)
in the KAERI's Integrated Test Facility (ITF). The ITF is a human factors experimental
environment to evaluate an advanced man machine interface design. The ITF includes a human
machine simulator(HMS) comprised of a nuclear power plant function simulator, man-machine
interface, experiment control station for the experiment control and design, human behavioral
data measurement system(SCADA), and data analysis and experiment evaluation supporting
system(DAEXESS). The most important features of ITF is to secure the flexibility and
expandability of Man-Machine Interface(MMI) design to change easily the environment of
experiments to accomplish the experiment's objects. Figure 5 illustrates the layout of ITF.
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5.2 An Experiment Design Process

A process of the human factors experiment design must begin with an analysis of the purpose of
the experiment and the requirements. The outcome of this analysis provides the basis for making
decisions about training, supporting, material, performance observation, and measurements, data
collection facilities, and needs, scenario descriptions, possible modification to the simulator,
MMI design, selection of subjects - as well as to the analysis of the results. The second phase is
the training of the subjects to be used(operators, crews, specialized subjects, experts, etc.). This
phase also includes the preparation of the experiment, i.e. defining all the details of scenario
description, developing supplementary facilities, modifying or developing procedures, MMI
design and testing, preparing specific performance recording apparatus(eye tracking,
physiological measures) etc. The third phase is the actual experimentation where the experiment
is carried out in the ITF. This phase of the overall experiment requires scheduling the use of the
simulator, subjects, instructors, experimenters, etc. The last phase is the analysis of results. The
experiment is clearly not over until the results have been analyzed and interpreted vis-a-vis the
purpose. The data analysis may require considerable support, e.g. for merging various
performance records(logs, video, etc.), synchronization, iterative filtering and clustering, as well
as specialized data analysis tools for physiological data, video recordings, etc. Table 1 represents
the activities and requirements for each phase.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the overall plan to evaluate the processing completeness and cognitive
performance of ADIOS.

ADIOS then is evaluated according to the plan in three steps: First, preliminary functional tests
were carried out by establishing a data communication link between the ADIOS built in G2 and
the KAERI's Compact Nuclear Simulator. The purpose of these tests is to refine the knowledge
base and inference structure of ADIOS in such a dynamic environment, and also to evaluate the
appropriateness of alarm-processing algorithms. Next, an evaluation of the correctness,
consistency, and completeness in the knowledge base of the ADIOS system is carried out using
an automated V&V tool, called COKEP (Checker Of Knowledge base using Extended Petri net).
Lastly, the cognitive support of ADIOS to human-machine interactions will be tested and
evaluated using the Simulation Analyzer with a Cognitive Operator Model (SACOM) in the
KAERI's Integrated Test Facility (ITF).
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Phase

Analysis of
requirements

Pilot
experiment
(prototyping)

Training and
preparation

actual
Experiment

Analysis of
results

Contents, activities

• Definition of experiment purpose
- Clarification of conceptual contents of investigation
• Requirements to MMS functionality
- Specification of expected results(general "ideal path")
• Definition of independent and dependent variables
- Identification of main constraints(time. money, people.

customer expectations, etc)
• Selection & devcelopmeni of specific experiment design

- MMI design and testing
- GUI development and testing
- Prepare performance recording apparatus
- Fine tune specific experiment design
- Development supplementary facilities, procedures, etc.

- Derivation of training requirements(needed conceptual and
practical training)
Design of training program, arvd-training aids
Selection of subjects
Implementation of training program
Evaluation of results
Define detailed scenario of actual experiment

Description of experiment conditions
Identification of possible sources of failure and safeguards
against them
Execution of experiment
Measurement and data collection

Transformation and merging of raw data
Analysis of performance registrations
Development of "ideal path* description for actual performance
Analysis of independent and dependant variables
Evaluation of total system performance
Interpretation of results in terms of specified purpose

Requirements

• Access lo
"customer"

• Experience from
previous
experiments

• Estimates of total
available resources

- GUI design tools
- ITT-STR
- Measurement

devices
Subjects
(limmited)

ITF-STR
ITF-MTR(partly)
Subjects
Instructors

ITF-MTR
Subjects
Instructors
Observers

ITF-STR
Experiment data
base
Analysis tools
Subjects (limited)
Customer

Table 1: The Activities and Requirements for each Experimental Phase
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Figure 1: System Configuration of ADIOS Prototype
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Figure 2: The Primary and Secondary Overview Mimic Diagram
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Figure 3: An Example of the Extended Petri Net Model
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Figure 4: The Schematic Diagram of the Anomalies Detection Procedure
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KAERI - INTEGRATED TEST FACILITY

Figure 5: The Layout of ITF


